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men " from Mexico, mezquite, Spanish missions—one con-
tact was, for me, supreme.   One wing that brushed us
thrilled beyond all others.   Did we not feel for an incom-
parable instant the delicious proximity of the Southern
gentleman ?   We heard his authentic accent, as he spoke of
shot-guns and the good name of his women-kind; and, like
an impalpable visitant, we felt the brush of his susceptible
honour.   For honour filled the air—honour,  that had
impelled named persons only a few years back to shoot a
neighbour just outside the bank and would, it seemed,
excuse me if (delicious and terrifying thought) I shot my
interlocutor.   The honour that evokes these spirited deeds
was not, I learned, the doer's.   That, it appeared, was only
defensible by normal means.   But one imputation breathed
against our women-kind would justify him, me, and everyone
in the most desperate and lethal measures; and so suscep-
tible were Texan juries to the same noble sentiments that
we could take them with perfect impunity, since no Court
would convict a really chivalrous assassin.   The shooting
at the bank, for instance.   That was occasioned in the
course of litigation by an incautious plea on someone's part,
which implied a disrespect of someone else's women-folk.
It did, of course ; because the plea alleged that one of them,
judicious lady, had been guilty of exercising undue influence
upon a suitable testator.   What more natural than for her
spirited relations to pursue the author of the charge to just
outside the bank and shoot him with a shot-gun ?   For the
shot-gun, on such occasions, is our chosen weapon.   I had
met shot-guns before; but they were the unworthy sawed-
ofi shot-guns of the urban thug, or those which project from
the windows of Cadillacs when driven fast by the Chicago
police on night patrol,   Here was a very different shot-gun
•—honour's blade itself, the lance of Galahad, and Bayard's
point.   I was a shade alarmed, being unaccustomed to the
proximity of such fabled objects.   But happy women-kind,
whose honour has such prompt defenders, No wonder that
they make such perfect salads.

